Renewed commitment
Actionplan and Integrated approach
Swedish government’s renewed commitment to Vision Zero - September 2016
An action plan has been produced with 111 commitments from 14 stakeholders.

- Speed (controlling of harmful energy)
- Sober driving
- Safe cycling
- Other areas (suicide prevention, safe transports etc.)
Challenges

• Big network
• Safe speed
• Alcohol & drugs
• Unprotected roadusers
• Implementation & new tools
Number of hospitalized persons due to traffic accidents
Countermeasures

"A mix of the new and the old"
The 9 recommendations....

1. Modal Shift
2. Sustainable Practices and Reporting
3. Safe Vehicles across the Globe
4. Children’s health
5. Public Procurement
6. 30 km/h
7. Upgrade Infrastructure
8. Zero Speeding
9. Technology
Joint commitment to speed compliance
Safe persons

- Nudging
- Knowledge & information-campaigns
- Education of new drivers
Safe speed
Safe cars
13th of February 2020

”No one should die in traffic accidents. We are raising the ambition and decides a new goal for 2030 to speed up the work with Vision Zero in Sweden.”

Tomas Eneroth, minister of infrastructure
Thank you for your attention!

stefan.jonsson@trafikverket.se